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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/19/2024

Description 2024 Entegra Coach Ethos 20D, Entegra Coach Ethos Class B gas motorhome
20D highlights: 50.5" x 79.75"? Pop-Top? Two Additional Cab Seats Sofa Pantry
Convection Microwave ? This motorhome comes with a? pop-top roof that adds
an extra sleeping area so you can bring more friends along. The rear convertible
sofa is great for relaxing during the day, and then transforms into a spacious 48"
x 76" bed at night. During the day you can use the cab seats to relax or as a work
area with the table.? This model also has an efficient kitchen area with a
convection microwave , stainless steel sink, and 5.3-cu.ft AC/DC refrigerator. The
bathroom offers a shower with magnetic curtain surround, powered roof vent, and
mirrored medicine cabinet.?The optional Li Package can also be added which
includes a 48V-210 amp hour smart lithium battery, providing 10KW hours of
power, and more- see dealer for more details! ? With any Ethos Class B gas
motorhome by Entegra you will find helpful technology features, luxury amenities,
and a smooth drive thanks to the E-Z Drive system. The 3.6L V6 24V VVT 276HP
engine will power your trips near and far, plus there is an Onan 2800-watt gas
generator on board and a 1,000-watt inverter. Put the 200W solar panel?to use
and you can do a little off-grid camping! Each model also includes a Truma Combi
Eco Plus water heater and furnace, a 13,500 BTU A/C, a water filtration system ,
plus many more convenient systems. A 10" Uconnect infotainment center comes
standard, along with a backup camera and a cab area privacy shade. You'll be
traveling in luxury with residential vinyl flooring, Technoform European-style high-
gloss cabinetry , a soft-touch vinyl celling, and solid surface countertops. Start a
new adventure today in an Ethos Class B gas motorhome today!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21149567
VIN Number: 35020-21149567
Condition: New
Length: 21

Item address Seffner, Florida, United States
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